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Abstract: In this industrial era the innovation of industrial machines had a significant impact on 

industrial evaluation which minimize manpower, time consumption for product making, material 

wastage. Heavy usage of machines leads to the occurrence of some faults in it. Such damaged parts 

of each machine have been identified to overhaul which is defined as a set called neutro-prime set 

under its topological structure. Some related properties of such space have been proved and some 

are disproved with counterexamples. Also, the idea of interior and closure dealt with this space 

with few basic properties. This article provides a decision-making process to identify the best fit of 

those damages under a neutrosophic environment and the priority is given to the heavily damaged 

machine. We also use step by step algorithm and formulae to compute machine values. Our 

objective is to demonstrate that our proposed algorithm can calculate key measurements for fault 

diagnostic in machines as well as to provide fair and reliable forecasted outcomes.       

Keywords: Neutro-prime sets; neutro-prime topological spaces; neutro-prime interior; neutro- 

prime closure; neutro-prime absolute complement; decision making. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Throughout history, the relation between humans and machines became most important in 

moral, ethical, social, economic, and the environment. Machines have confirmed to grasp the key to 

further developments we humans so extremely need. In the process of doing so, a machine whether 

or not in continuous use will get damaged and worn-out. In our daily life, we need to reduce the risk 

of its expensive cost, bad maintenance, and repair parts.  

The principles of three autonomous membership degrees such as truth, falsity, and 

indeterminacy, committed to each element of a set which categorized to neutrosophic set (NS) as 

instigated by (1998) Smarandache [20, 21], which is an explanation of a fuzzy set (FS) defined by 

(1965) Zadeh [33], and intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) generated by (1986) Atanassov [32]. It is an active 

organization that hypothesizes the notion of all other sets introduced before. It goes out to be a 

treasured mathematical implement to observe unformed, damaged, indistinct facts. In recent years 

many researchers have further expanded and developed the theory and application of NSs [1, 2, 3, 5, 

6, 14, 16-19]. Also, (2017) Smarandache [22] originated a new trend set called plithogenic set and 

others developed [4, 9, 12, 15]. 
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Topology plays a vital role among many sets such as FS, NS, soft sets (SS), neutrosophic soft set 

(NSS), etc., These types of sets are extended by different researchers [7, 10, 11, 13, 23-27, 29, 30, 31] 

and its application in decision making (DM) problems [8]. Chinnadurai and Sindhu [28] introduced 

the notion of prime sets (PSs) and prime-topological spaces (PTSs) (2020), as one of the mathematical 

utensils for dealing with the subsets of the universe set.    

The major achievements of this research are: 

 Initiating a neutrosophic environment on prime sets under a topological space. 

 Demonstrating the decision-making problem for analyzing the amount of damage in machines. 

 An outcome of the proposed algorithm fits in a better way with the number of faults in 

machines by diagnosis the set values. 

 

To overcome the disadvantages of machines, solving algorithms are presented in this study. A 

decision-making process delivers to identify the best fit of those damages under a neutrosophic 

environment and the priority is given to the heavily damaged machine with the use of step by step 

algorithm and formulae to compute machine values. The main tool used to find the faults in 

machines are complement and absolute complements of the specified set. 

 The structure of this study is as follows: Some significant definitions interrelated to the study 

are presented in part 2. Part 3 introduces the definition of neutro-prime sets, neutro-prime 

topological spaces, neutro-prime interior and neutro-prime closure with fundamental properties, 

and related examples. Part 4 explains the DM problem to repair the sample machines with some 

damages. The algorithm and formulae are presented to find the final result. Finally, the 

contributions of this study are concluded with future works in part 5. 

2. Preliminaries  

In this part, some essential definitions connected to this work are pointed. 

 

Definition 2.1 Let W be a non-empty set and Ww . A NS D in W is characterized by a 

truth-membership function DT , an indeterminacy-membership function DI , and a 

false-membership function DF  which are subsets of [0, 1] and is defined as 

  WwwFwIwTwD DDD  :)(),(),(, ,  

where  

3)(sup)(sup)(sup0  wFwIwT DDD . 

 

Definition 2.2 Let NS(W) denote the family of all NSs over W and )(WNSn  . Then   is called a 

neutrosophic topology (NT) on W if it satisfies the following conditions 

 (i) nnn 1,0 , where null NS  Wwwn  :)1,0,0,0  and an absolute NS  Wwwn  :)0,1,1,1 . 

 (ii) the intersection of any finite number of members of n  belongs to n . 

(iii) the union of any collection of members of n  belongs to n . 

Then the pair (W, n ) is called a NTS. 

Every member of n  is called n -open neutrosophic set ( n - ONS). An NS is called n -closed ( n - 

CNS) if and only if its complement is n - ONS. 

 

Definition 2.3 Let D be a NS over W. Then the complement of is denoted by D  and defined by 

 WwwTwIwFwD DDD  :)(),(1),(,  . 

Clearly,   DD 
 . 
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Definition 2.4 Let (W, ) be a topological space (TS), where W is the universe and   is a topology. 

Let K be a proper nonempty subset of W. Let D be a  -open set, where WD , . Then the prime set 

(PS) over W is denoted by   and defined by    DKKW :,, . 

 

Definition 2.5 Let (W, ) be a TS. Then p  is called a prime topology (PT) if it satisfies the following 

conditions 

(i) pW  ,  . 

(ii) the intersection of any finite number of members of p  belongs to p . 

(iii) the union of any collection of members of p  belongs to p . 

Then the pair (W, p ) is called a prime topological space (PTS). 

Every member of p  is called p -prime open set ( p - POS). The complement of every p - POS of 

W is called the p -prime closed set ( p - PCS) of W and this collection is denoted by 
p . 

 

Example 2.6 Let  321 ,, wwwW   with topology  }{,, 1wW  . 

Clearly, (W, ) is a TS over W. 

Then 

 },{},,{},{,, 31211 wwwwwWp   = PS(W) 

and its members are p - POSs. 

Thus (W, p ) is a PTS over W. 

Then 

  }{},{},,{,, 2332 wwwwWp  


 

and its members are p - PCSs, whose complements are p - POSs. 

 

Definition 2.7 Let W be a set of universe and Wwi  where Ii . Let D be a NS over W. Then the 

subset of NS (sub-NS) D is denoted as )( WD  and defined as  

      .)(),(min,)(),(max,)(),(max),,(,)(),(),(,)( jDiDjDiDjDiDjiiDiDiDiD wFwFwIwIwTwTwwwFwIwTwW 

where Iji ,  and ji  . 

Clearly, ),(),( ijji wwww  . 

 

Example 2.8 Let  321 ,, wwwW   be a set of features of the washing machine, where 1w = energy 

efficiency, 2w = capacity, 3w =price. Let D be a NS over W, defined as 

 3.,1.,4.,,9.,7.,2.,,4.,5.,7., 321 wwwD  . 

Then the sub-NS D is 

 .3.,7.,4.),,(,3.,5.,7.),,(,4.,7.,7.),,(,3.,1.,4.,,9.,7.,2.,,4.,5.,7.,)( 323121321 wwwwwwwwwWD 

 

Definition 2.9 Let W be a set of universe and Wwi  where Ii . Let V be any proper nonempty 

subset of W, say }{ iw  and },{ ji ww . Let D be a NS over W. Then the subset of NS D with respect to 

iw  (sub-NS
iwD ) and ji ww ,  (sub-NS

ji wwD , ) are denoted as )( iD w  and ),,( jiD ww  and defined 

as 

     
)0(),0(),0(),,(,)0(),0(),0(,

,)(),(min,)(),(max,)(),(max),,(,)(),(),(,)(

nDnRnDlknRnRnDk

jDiDjDiDjDiDjiiDiDiDiiD

FITwwFITw

wFwFwIwIwTwTwwwFwIwTww 

where Ii , }{iIj  , },{, jiIlk   and lk    
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and 


     
     

      )(),(min,)(),(max,)(),(max),,(

,)(),(min,)(),(max,)(),(max),,(

,)(),(min,)(),(max,)(),(max),,(

,)0(),0(),0(,,)(),(),(,,)(),(),(,),(

kDjDkDjDkDjDkj

kDiDkDiDkDiDki

jDiDjDiDjDiDji

nDnDnDkjDjDjDjiDiDiDijiD

wFwFwIwIwTwTww

wFwFwIwIwTwTww

wFwFwIwIwTwTww

FITwwFwIwTwwFwIwTwww 

 

where Ikji ,,  and kji  , respectively. 

 

Example 2.10 Let  321 ,, wwwW  . Let D and F be two NSs over W and are defined as follows 

  2.,5.,6.,,3.,7.,4.,,8.,2.,1., 321 wwwD 
 

and 

  1.,6.,7.,,1.,8.,9.,,3.,5.,6., 321 wwwF  . 

Then sub-NS
32 , wwD  and sub-NS

2wF are defined as 

  2.,7.,6.,,2.,5.,6.,,3.,7.,4.,,2.,5.,6.,,3.,7.,4.,,1,0,0,),( 3,23,12,132132 wwwwwwwwD   and 

  1.,8.,9.,,1,0,0,,1.,8.,9.,,1,0,0,,1.,8.,9.,,1,0,0,)( 3,23,12,13212 wwwwwwwF  , respectively. 

3. Neutro-Prime Topology  

In this part, the new type of set is initiated as neutro-prime sets and defined its topological 

space as neutro-prime topological spaces. Some of its basic properties are examined with illustrative 

examples. 

 

Definition 3.1 Let (W, n ) be a neutrosophic topological space (NTS), where W is the universe and 

n  is a neutrosophic topology (NT). Let D be a n -open neutrosophic set, where WD , . Let V be 

any proper nonempty subset of W. Then  

    VVVVD Dp :)()( ,  

for all proper nonempty subset V of W. 

Thus the elements belongs to )(VDp  are said to be neutro-prime sets (NPSs) over W and denoted 

by )( VD . 

 

Example 3.2 Let  321 ,, wwwW   be a set of features of the washing machine, where 1w = energy 

efficiency, 2w = capacity, 3w =price. Let D be a NS over W, defined as 

 3.,1.,4.,,9.,7.,2.,,4.,5.,7., 321 wwwD  . 

Then NPS  

 ),(),,(),()( 323133 wwwwwwD DDDp   , 

where 

 3.,7.,4.),,(,3.,5.,7.),,(,1,0,0),,(,3.,1.,4.,,1,0,0,,1,0,0,)( 3231213213 wwwwwwwwwwD  , 

   3.,7.,4.),,(,3.,5.,7.),,(,4.,7.,7.),,(,3.,1.,4.,,1,0,0,,4.,5.,7.,, 32312132131 wwwwwwwwwwwD 

 and 

   .3.,7.,4.),,(,3.,5.,7.),,(,4.,7.,7.),,(,3.,1.,4.,,9.,7.,2.,,1,0,0,, 32312132132 wwwwwwwwwwwD 

 

Definition 3.3 Let W be a set of the universe and V be any proper nonempty subset of the W. Then 

the null NPS is denoted as np0  and defined as 

 VVFVIVTV RRRnp  :1)(,0)(,0)(,0 . 
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Definition 3.4 Let W be a set of the universe and V be any proper nonempty subset of the W. Then 

the absolute NPS is denoted as np1  and defined as 

 VVFVIVTV RRRnp  :0)(,1)(,1)(,1 . 

 

Definition 3.5 Let )( 1


VD and )( 2


VD  be two NPSs over W. Then their union is denoted as 

)()()( 2121




 VVV DDD    and is defined as 

      )(),(min,)(),(max,)(),(max,)( 2121212121





  VFVFVIVIVTVTVV RRRRRRD . 

 

Definition 3.6 Let )( 1


VD and )( 2


VD  be two NPSs over W. Then their intersection is denoted as 

)()()( 2121




 VVV DDD    and is defined as 

      )(),(max,)(),(min,)(),(min,)( 2121212121





  VFVFVIVIVTVTVV RRRRRRD . 

 

Definition 3.7 Let )( VD  be a NPS over W. Then its complement is denoted as )( VD  and is 

defined as  

 )(),(1),(,)(   VFVIVTVV DDDD . 

Clearly, the complement of )( VD  equals )( VD . i.e.,    )()(  

 VV DD  . 

 

Definition 3.8 Let )( 1


VD  and )( 2


VD  be two NPSs over W. Then )( 1


VD  is said to be a 

neutro-prime subset of )( 2


VD  if  

)()( 21


 VTVT RR , )()( 21


 ITIT RR , )()( 21


 VFVF RR .  

It is denoted by )()( 21


 VV DD  . 

Also )( 1


VD  is said to be neutro-prime equal to )( 2


VD  if )( 1


VD  is a neutro-prime subset of 

)( 2


VD  and )( 2


VD  is a neutro-prime subset of )( 1


VD . It is denoted by )()( 21


 VV DD  . 

 

Proposition 3.9 Let )( 1


VD , )( 2


VD and )( 3


VD  be NPSs over W. Then, 

(i) )(0)( 11


 VV DnpD   . 

(ii) npnpD V 11)( 1 
  . 

(iii)     )()()()()()( 321321


 VVVVVV DDDDDD   . 

(iv)      )()()()()()()( 3121321


 VVVVVVV DDDDDDD   . 

Proof. Straightforward. 

 

Proposition 3.10 Let )( 1


VD , )( 2


VD and )( 3


VD  be NPSs over W. Then, 

(i) npnpD V 00)( 1 
  . 

(ii) )(1)( 11


 VV DnpD   . 

(iii) 
    )()()()()()( 321321


 VVVVVV DDDDDD   . 

(iv) 
     )()()()()()()( 3121321


 VVVVVVV DDDDDDD   . 

Proof. Straightforward. 
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Proposition 3.11 Let )( 1


VD  and )( 2


VD  be two NPSs over W. Then, 

(i)   )()()()( 2121 
 

VVVV DDDD   . 

(ii)   )()()()( 2121 
 

VVVV DDDD   . 

Proof. Straightforward. 

 

Proposition 3.12 Let )( 1


VD , )( 2


VD  and )( 1


VF  be NPSs over W for NSs D and F. Then, 

(i) )()( 11


 VVFD FD  . 

(ii) )()()( 2121


 VVVV DDD   . 

(iii) )()()( 121


 VVV DDD    and )()()( 221


 VVV DDD   .   

(iv) )()()( 121


 VVV DDD    and )()()( 221


 VVV DDD   . 

(v) )()()()( 2121 


VVVV DDDD  . 

Proof. Straightforward. 

 

Definition 3.13 Let (W, n ) be a NTS. Let NPS(W) be the collection of NPSs )( VD  over W and D 

be a n -open neutrosophic set (ONS), where WD , . Then )(WNPSnp   is called a 

neutro-prime topology (NPT) if it satisfies the following conditions 

(i) npnpnp 1,0  . 

(ii) the union of any collection of members of np  belongs to np . 

(iii) the intersection of any finite number of members of np  belongs to np . 

Then the pair (W, np ) is said to be a neutro-prime topological space (NPTS). 

Every member of np  is said to be a np -neutro-prime open set ( np - NPOS). The complement of 

every np - NPOS of W is said to be a np -neutro-prime closed set ( np - NPCS) of W and this 

collection is denoted by 
np . 

 

Example 3.14 Let  321 ,, wwwW   and  FDnnn ,,1,0  where D and F are NSs over W and are 

defined as follows 

  2.,5.,6.,,3.,7.,4.,,8.,2.,1., 321 wwwD 
 

and 

  1.,6.,7.,,1.,8.,9.,,3.,5.,6., 321 wwwF  . 

Thus (W, n ) is a NTS over W. 

Here NPSs are 

 ),(),,(),,(),(),(),( 3231213131 wwwwwwwwwwD DDDDDp   , 

where 

 1,0,0),,(,2.,5.,6.),,(,3.,7.,4.),,(,1,0,0,,1,0,0,,8.,2.,1.,)( 3231213211 wwwwwwwwwwD  , 

 2.,7.,6.),,(,2.,5.,6.),,(,1,0,0),,(,2.,5.,6.,,1,0,0,,1,0,0,)( 3231213213 wwwwwwwwwwD  , 

 2.,7.,6.),,(,2.,5.,6.),,(,3.,7.,4.),,(,1,0,0,,3.,7.,4.,,8.,2.,1.,),( 32312132121 wwwwwwwwwwwD  , 

 2.,7.,6.),,(,2.,5.,6.),,(,3.,7.,4.),,(,2.,5.,6.,,1,0,0,,8.,2.,1.,),( 32312132131 wwwwwwwwwwwD  , 

 2.,7.,6.),,(,2.,5.,6.),,(,3.,7.,4.),,(,2.,5.,6.,,3.,7.,4.,,1,0,0,),( 32312132132 wwwwwwwwwwwD  , 

and 

 ),(),,(),()( 322122 wwwwwwF FFFp   , 

where 

 1.,8.,9.),,(,1,0,0),,(,1.,8.,9.),,(,1,0,0,,1.,8.,9.,,1,0,0,)( 3231213212 wwwwwwwwwwF  , 
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 1.,8.,9.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,9.),,(,1,0,0,,1.,8.,9.,,3.,5.,6.,),( 32312132121 wwwwwwwwwwwF  , 

 1.,8.,9.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,9.),,(,1.,6.,7.,,1.,8.,9.,,1,0,0,),( 32312132132 wwwwwwwwwwwF  . 

Then  

 ),(),,(,1,0 2121 wwww FDnpnpnp    is a NPT. 

Thus (W, np ) is a NPTS over W. 

Also, the complement of the NPT np  is 

 ),(,),(,1,0 2121 


wwww FDnpnpnp  , 

where 

 6.,3.,2.),,(,6.,5.,2.),,(,4.,3.,3.),,(,0,1,1,,4.,3.,3.,,1.,8.,8.,),( 32312132121 wwwwwwwwwwwD   

and

 9.,2.,1.),,(,7.,4.,1.),,(,9.,2.,1.),,(,0,1,1,,9.,2.,1.,,6.,5.,3.,),( 32312132121 wwwwwwwwwwwF  . 

 

Remark 3.15 The collection of NPS )(VDp  can generate one or more NPT, which is illustrated in 

the following example.  

 

Example 3.16 Consider Example 3.14. 

Here  

 ),(),,(,1,01 2121 wwww FDnpnpnp    and 

 ),(),,(,1,02 3232 wwww FDnpnpnp    are NPTs 

Thus (W, np1 ) and (W, np2 ) are NPTSs over W. 

Also, the complement of the NPTs np1  and np2  are 

 ),(,),(,1,01 2121 


wwww FDnpnpnp   and 

 ),(,),(,1,02 3232 


wwww FDnpnpnp   , respectively, 

where 

 6.,3.,2.),,(,6.,5.,2.),,(,4.,3.,3.),,(,0,1,1,,4.,3.,3.,,1.,8.,8.,),( 32312132121 wwwwwwwwwwwD   

 9.,2.,1.),,(,7.,4.,1.),,(,9.,2.,1.),,(,0,1,1,,9.,2.,1.,,6.,5.,3.,),( 32312132121 wwwwwwwwwwwF   

and  

 6.,3.,2.),,(,6.,5.,2.),,(,4.,3.,3.),,(,6.,5.,2.,,4.,3.,3.,,0,1,1,),( 32312132132 wwwwwwwwwwwD   

 9.,2.,1.),,(,7.,4.,1.),,(,9.,2.,1.),,(,7.,4.,1.,,9.,2.,1.,,0,1,1,),( 32312132132 wwwwwwwwwwwF  . 

 

Definition 3.17 A NPT np  is said to be a neutro-prime discrete topology if )(WNPSnp   for all 

the subsets of W. 

 

Definition 3.18 A NPT np  is said to be a neutro-prime indiscrete topology if np  contains only 

np0  and np1 . 

 

Proposition 3.19 Let (W, np1 ) and (W, np2 ) be two NPTSs over W and let 

 npnpnpnp DWNPSD  21:)(21   . Then npnp  21   is also a NPT over W.  

Proof. Let (W, np1 ) and (W, np2 ) be two NPTSs over W. 

(i) npnpnpnp  211,0  . 

(ii) Let npnpDD  21, 21  . 

Then npDD 1, 21   and npDD 2, 21  . 
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npDD 121    and npDD 221  . 

npnpDD  2121   . 

(iii) Let  iD npnpi ,21   . 

Then npiD 1  and npiD 2 , i . 

np
i

iD 1


  and np
i

iD 2


 , i . 

npnp
i

iD  21  


. 

Thus npnp  21   is also a NPT over W. 

 

Remark 3.20 The union of two NPTs need not be a NPT. The following example illustrates this 

remark. 

 

Example 3.21 Consider Example 3.14. 

Here NPTs are 

 ),(),,(,1,01 2121 wwww FDnpnpnp   , 

where 

 2.,7.,6.),,(,2.,5.,6.),,(,3.,7.,4.),,(,1,0,0,,3.,7.,4.,,8.,2.,1.,),( 32312132121 wwwwwwwwwwwD  , 

 1.,8.,9.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,9.),,(,1,0,0,,1.,8.,9.,,3.,5.,6.,),( 32312132121 wwwwwwwwwwwF   

and  

 ),(),,(,1,02 3232 wwww FDnpnpnp   ,  

where 

 2.,7.,6.),,(,2.,5.,6.),,(,3.,7.,4.),,(,2.,5.,6.,,3.,7.,4.,,1,0,0,),( 32312132132 wwwwwwwwwwwD  , 

 1.,8.,9.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,9.),,(,1.,6.,7.,,1.,8.,9.,,1,0,0,),( 32312132132 wwwwwwwwwwwF  . 

Thus (W, np1 ) and (W, np2 ) are NPTSs over W. 

Clearly, 

  ),(),,(),,(),,(,1,021 32322121 wwwwwwww FDFDnpnpnpnp   . 

Then   

 2.,7.,6.),,(,2.,5.,6.),,(,3.,7.,4.),,(,1,0,0,,3.,7.,4.,,1,0,0,

),(),(

323121321

3221

wwwwwwwww

wwww DD



 
 

Thus npnp  21   is not a NPTS, since npnpDD wwww  21),(),( 3221   . 

Hence the union of two NPTs need not be a NPT. 

 

Proposition 3.22 Let )( 1


VD  and )( 2


VD  be two np -NPOSs over W. Then 

(i)   )()()()( 2121 
 

VVVV DDDD   . 

(ii)   )()()()( 2121 
 

VVVV DDDD   . 

Proof. Straightforward. 

 

Definition 3.23 Let (W, np ) be a NPTS over W. Let )( VD  be any NPSs over W. Then the 

neutro-prime interior of )( VD  is denoted by  )(int VDnp   and defined by  

    )()()(:)()(int   VUandUUV DDnpDDDnp    

Clearly, it is the union of all np -NPOSs contained in )( VD .  
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Definition 3.24 Let (W, np ) be a NPTS over W. Let )( VD  be any NPSs over W. Then the 

neutro-prime closure of )( VD  is denoted by  )( Vcl Dnp   and defined by  

    )()()(:)()(   VUandUUVcl DDnpDDDnp    

Clearly, it is the intersection of all 
np -NPCSs containing )( VD .  

 

Example 3.25 Let  321 ,, wwwW   and  DCBAnnn ,,,,1,0  where A, B, C, and D are NSs over W 

and are defined as follows 

  6.,4.,2.,,6.,5.,4.,,3.,2.,1., 321 wwwA , 

 3.,2.,1.,,2.,8.,7.,,6.,5.,4., 321 wwwB  , 

 6.,2.,1.,,6.,5.,4.,,6.,2.,1., 321 wwwC   and 

 3.,4.,2.,,2.,8.,7.,,3.,5.,4., 321 wwwD  . 

Here DBA  , DDA  , ACA  , DDB  , BCB  , DCD  and ABA  , 

ADA  , CCA  , BDB  , CCB  , CCD  . 

Then A, B, C, and D are n - ONSs over W. 

Thus (W, n ) is a NTS over W. 

Here NPSs are 

 ),(),,(),()( 322122 wwwwwwA AAAp   , 

where 

 6.,5.,4.),,(,1,0,0),,(,3.,5.,4.),,(,1,0,0,,6.,5.,4.,,1,0,0,)( 3231213212 wwwwwwwwwwA  , 

 6.,5.,4.),,(,3.,4.,2.),,(,3.,5.,4.),,(,1,0,0,,6.,5.,4.,,3.,2.,1.,),( 32312132121 wwwwwwwwwwwA  , 

 6.,5.,4.),,(,3.,4.,2.),,(,3.,5.,4.),,(,6.,4.,2.,,6.,5.,4.,,1,0,0,),( 32312132132 wwwwwwwwwwwA  ; 

 

 ),(),,(),()( 312111 wwwwwwB BBBp   , 

where 

 1,0,0),,(,3.,5.,4.),,(,2.,8.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,1,0,0,,6.,5.,4.,)( 3231213211 wwwwwwwwwwB  , 

 2.,8.,7.),,(,3.,5.,4.),,(,2.,8.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,2.,8.,7.,,6.,5.,4.,),( 32312132121 wwwwwwwwwwwB 

 2.,8.,7.),,(,3.,5.,4.),,(,2.,8.,7.),,(,3.,2.,1.,,1,0,0,,6.,5.,4.,),( 32312132131 wwwwwwwwwwwB  ; 

 

 ),(),,(),,(),(),(),( 3231213131 wwwwwwwwwwC CCCCCp   , 

where 

 1,0,0),,(,6.,2.,1.),,(,6.,5.,4.),,(,1,0,0,,1,0,0,,6.,2.,1.,)( 3231213211 wwwwwwwwwwC  , 

 6.,5.,4.),,(,6.,2.,1.),,(,1,0,0),,(,6.,2.,1.,,1,0,0,,1,0,0,)( 3231213213 wwwwwwwwwwC  , 

 6.,5.,4.),,(,3.,2.,1.),,(,6.,5.,4.),,(,1,0,0,,6.,5.,4.,,6.,2.,1.,),( 32312132121 wwwwwwwwwwwC  , 

 6.,5.,4.),,(,3.,2.,1.),,(,6.,5.,4.),,(,6.,2.,1.,,1,0,0,,6.,2.,1.,),( 32312132131 wwwwwwwwwwwC  , 

 6.,5.,4.),,(,3.,2.,1.),,(,6.,5.,4.),,(,6.,2.,1,,6.,5.,4.,,1,0,0.,),( 32312132132 wwwwwwwwwwwC  ; 

 

 ),(),,(),()( 323133 wwwwwwD DDDp   , 

where 

 2.,8.,7.),,(,3.,5.,4.),,(,1,0,0),,(,3.,4.,2.,,1,0,0,,1,0,0,)( 3231213213 wwwwwwwwwwD  , 

 2.,8.,7.),,(,3.,5.,4.),,(,2.,8.,7.),,(,3.,4.,2.,,1,0,0,,3.,5.,4.,),( 32312132131 wwwwwwwwwwwD  , 

 2.,8.,7.),,(,3.,5.,4.),,(,2.,8.,7.),,(,3.,4.,2.,,2.,8.,7.,,1,0,0,),( 32312132132 wwwwwwwwwwwD  . 

Then  

 )(),(,1,0 11 ww CBnpnpnp    is a NPT. 
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Thus (W, np ) is a NPTS over W. 

Also, the complement of the NPT np  is 

 )(,)(,1,0 11 


ww CBnpnpnp  , 

where 

 0,1,1),,(,4.,5.,3.),,(,7.,2.,2.),,(,0,1,1,,0,1,1,,4.,5.,6.,)( 3231213211 wwwwwwwwwwB   

and 

 0,1,1),,(,1.,8.,6.),,(,4.,5.,6.),,(,0,1,1,,0,1,1,,1.,8.,6.,)( 3231213211 wwwwwwwwwwC  . 

 

Consider a NPS for NS B, 

 2.,8.,7.),,(,3.,5.,4.),,(,2.,8.,7.),,(,3.,2.,1.,,1,0,0,,6.,5.,4.,),( 32312132131 wwwwwwwwwwwB  . 

Clearly,  

 )(,0),( 131 www BnpB   . 

Thus 

    )()(0),(int 1131 wwww BBnpBnp    . 

Also, 

 npB ww 1),( 31  . 

Thus 

    npBnp wwcl 1),( 31  . 

Consider a NPS for NS C, 

 6.,5.,4.),,(,6.,2.,1.),,(,1,0,0),,(,6.,2.,1.,,1,0,0,,1,0,0,)( 3231213213 wwwwwwwwwwC  . 

Clearly,  

 npC w 0)( 3  . 

Thus 

    npCnp w 0)(int 3  . 

Also, 

 )(,1)( 13  ww CnpC  . 

Thus 

    )()(1)( 113  wwwcl CCnpCnp   . 

 

Theorem 3.26 Let (W, np ) be a NPTS over W. Let )( 1


VD  and )( 1


VF  be NPSs over W for NSs D 

and F. Then  

(i)   )()(int 11


 VV DDnp   and  )(int 1


VDnp   is the largest np -NPOS. 

(ii) FD        )(int)(int 11


 VV FnpDnp  . 

(iii)  )(int 1


VDnp   is an np -NPOS. 

(iv) )( 1


VD  is a np -NPOS iff   )()(int 11


 VV DDnp  . 

(v)     )(int)(intint 11


 VV DnpDnpnp  . 

(vi)   npnpnp 00int   and   npnpnp 11int  . 

(vii)      )(int)(int)()(int 1111


 VVVV FnpDnpFDnp   . 

(viii)      )(int)(int)()(int 1111


 VVVV FnpDnpFDnp   . 

Proof. Follows from Definition 3.23. 
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Theorem 3.27 Let (W, np ) be a NPTS over W. Let )( 1


VD  and )( 1


VF  be NPSs over W for NSs D 

and F. Then  

(i)  )()( 11


 VclV DnpD   and  )( 1


Vcl Dnp   is the smallest np -NPCS. 

(ii) FD        )()( 11


 VclVcl FnpDnp  . 

(iii)  )( 1


Vcl Dnp   is an np -NPCS. 

(iv) )( 1


VD  is a np -NPCS iff   )()( 11


 VVcl DDnp  . 

(v)     )()( 11


 VclVclcl DnpDnpnp  . 

(vi)   npnpnpcl 00   and   npnpnpcl 11  . 

(vii)      )()()()( 1111


 VclVclVVcl FnpDnpFDnp   . 

(viii)      )()()()( 1111


 VclVclVVcl FnpDnpFDnp   . 

Proof. Follows from Definition 3.24. 

 

Theorem 3.28 Let (W, np ) be a NPTS over W. Let )( VD  be a NPS over W for a NS D. Then  

(i)     )()(int 1 
 

VclV DnpDnp  . 

(ii)     )(int)( 1 
 

VVcl DnpDnp  . 

Proof. Follows from Definitions 3.23 and 3.24. 

4. Decision Making in NPTS 

In this section, the real-life application dealt to repair the sample machines with some damages. 

To repair it, priority is given to the high damaged machine. The solving techniques are given in the 

algorithm and formulae for evaluation are given. Some examples are considered to decide on these 

DM problems. 

 

Definition 4.1 Let )( VD  be a np -NPOS over W of a NPTS (W, np ). Then the neutro-prime 

absolute complement of )( VD  is denoted as  )(
~

VD  and defined as    )(
~

)(
~   VWV DD  . 

 

Thus the collection of  )(
~

VD  is denoted as np~  and defined as   )(
~

,1,0~  VDnpnpnp  . The 

elements belong to  )(
~

VD  are said to be neutro-prime absolute open sets (NPAOSs) over (W, np ) 

and the complement of NPOSs are said to be neutro-prime absolute closed sets (NPACSs) over 

(W, np ) and denote the collection by 
np~ .  

 

Example 4.2 Let  321 ,, wwwW   and  Dnnn ,1,0  where D is a NS over W and are defined as 

follows 

 1.,8.,7.,,1.,5.,6.,,6.,4.,9., 321 wwwD  . 

Thus (W, n ) is a NTS over W. 

Then NPS  

 ),(),,(),()( 323133 wwwwwwD DDDp   , 

where 

 1.,8.,7.),,(,1.,8.,9.),,(,1,0,0),,(,1.,8.,7.,,1,0,0,,1,0,0,)( 3231213213 wwwwwwwwwwD  , 

 1.,8.,7.),,(,1.,8.,9.),,(,1.,5.,9.),,(,1.,8.,7.,,1,0,0,,6.,4.,9.,),( 32312132131 wwwwwwwwwwwD   

and 
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 1.,8.,7.),,(,1.,8.,9.),,(,1.,5.,9.),,(,1.,8.,7.,,1.,5.,6.,,1,0,0,),( 32312132132 wwwwwwwwwwwD  . 

Then  

 ),(,1,0 31 wwDnpnpnp    is a NPT. 

Thus (W, np ) is a NPTS over W. 

Also, the complement of the NPT np  is 

 ),(,1,0 31 


wwDnpnpnp  , 

where 

 7.,2.,1.),,(,9.,2.,1.),,(,9.,5.,1.),,(,7.,2.,1.,,0,1,1,,9.,6.,6.,),( 32312132131 wwwwwwwwwwwD  . 

 

Then NPAOSs over (W, np ) is 

     )(
~

,1,0),(
~

,1,0~
231 www DnpnpDnpnpnp   ,  

where 

   .1.,8.,7.),,(,1,0,0),,(,1.,5.,9.),,(,1,0,0,,1.,5.,6.,,1,0,0,)(
~

),(
~

323121321231 wwwwwwwwwwww DD  

 

Also, NPACSs over (W, np ) is 

  


),(
~

,1,0~
31 wwDnpnpnp    

where 

   .7.,2.,1.),,(,0,1,1),,(,9.,5.,1.),,(,0,1,1,,6.,5.,1.,,0,1,1,)(
~

),(
~

323121321231 wwwwwwwwwwww DD 
 

 

Definition 4.3 Let W be a set of universe and Ww . Let D be a NS over W and U be any proper 

non-empty subset of W. Let )(UD  be a np -NPOS over W of a NFTS (W, np ).  

Then the value of D with respect to U is denoted by Val[D(U)] and is calculated by the formula 

     

           















 

























2

)()(
~

1
2

)(
~

)()()(
~

)]([ i
iD

i
iD

i
iD

i
iD

i
iD

i
iD UIUIUFUTUFUT

UDVal , (4.3.1) 

where 

  
i

iD UT )( ,   
i

iD UI )( and   
i

iD UF )( are the sum of all truth, indeterminacy and falsity values of 

)( UD  respectively, and 

  
i

iR UT )(
~

,   
i

iR UI )(
~

and   
i

iD UF )(
~

are the sum of all truth, indeterminacy, and falsity values of 

 )(
~

UD   respectively. 

 

Then the grand value of D is denoted by GV[D] and is calculated by the formula 

                                   
i

iUDValDGV )]([][ , for all i. (4.3.2) 

Algorithm 

Step 1: List the set of machines for the sample. 

Step 2: List some of its damaged parts as the universe W, where Ww . 
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Step 3: Go through the damages of the machines. 

Step 4: Define each machines as NSs, say M.  

Step 5: Collect these NSs which defines a NT n  and so (W, n ) is a NTS. 

Step 6: Define NPSs for each NS with respect to their damaged parts, say )(UM , where U is a 

proper non-empty subset of W.  

Step 7: Define all possible NPTs np  and npM U  )( , where U is a proper non-empty singleton 

subset of W.  

Step 8: Define NPTSs (W, np ) for all possible NPTs np . 

Step 9: Find the complement and neutro-prime absolute complement of each NPTs. 

Step 10: Calculate Val[M(U)] for all M with respect to some U, by using the formula 4.3.1. 

Step 11: Tabulate all the estimated values of Val[M(U)]. 

Step 12: Calculate GV[M] for all M, by using the formula 4.3.2. 

Step 13: Tabulate all the estimated values of GV[M]. 

Step 14: Select the highest value among all the GV[M].  

Step 15: If two or more GV[M] are similar for a particular U, replace that U with some other 

damaged parts and repeat the process. 

Step 16: End the process, till getting a unique GV[M]. 

 

Example 4.4 Consider the problem that a technician came to repair damaged machines. Let MI, MII, 

MIII, and MIV be sample machines whose damages to be repaired. Let  321 ,, pppW   be some 

parts of each damaged machine, where 1p –part 1, 2p –part 1 and 3p –part 3. Here the technician 

gives priority to the high damaged machine and to repair it initially. 

1. Let MI, MII, MIII, and MIV be sample machines whose damages to be repaired. 

2. Let  321 ,, pppW   be the universe, where 1p –part 1, 2p –part 2, and 3p –part 3. 

3. The technician goes through the damages on each machine. 

4. Define MI, MII, MIII, and MIV as NSs. 

 4.,3.,5.,,4.,5.,4.,,3.,6.,7., 321 pppMI  ,    

  7.,2.,2.,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,3.,6., 321 pppMII  ,    

 4.,3.,5.,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,6.,7., 321 pppMIII    and   

 7.,2.,2.,,4.,5.,4.,,3.,3.,6., 321 pppMIV  . 

5. Thus  MIVMIIIMIIMInnn ,,,,1,0
 
is a NT and so (W, n ) is a NTS. 

6. Define NPSs for each NS with respect to their damaged parts as follows: 

 

 ),(),,(),,(),(),(),( 3231213131 ppppppppppMI MIMIMIMIMIp   , 

where 

 1,0,0),,(,3.,6.,7.),,(,3.,6.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,1,0,0,,3.,6.,7.,)( 3231213211 ppppppppppMI  , 
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 4.,5.,5.),,(,3.,6.,7.),,(,1,0,0),,(,4.,3.,5.,,1,0,0,,1,0,0,)( 3231213213 ppppppppppMI  , 

 4.,5.,5.),,(,3.,6.,7.),,(,3.,6.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,5.,4.,,3.,6.,7.,),( 32312132121 pppppppppppMI  , 

 4.,5.,5.),,(,3.,6.,7.),,(,3.,6.,7.),,(,4.,3.,5.,,1,0,0,,3.,6.,7.,),( 32312132131 pppppppppppMI  , 

 4.,5.,5.),,(,3.,6.,7.),,(,3.,6.,7.),,(,4.,3.,5.,,4.,5.,4.,,1,0,0,),( 32312132132 pppppppppppMI  ; 

 

 ),(),,(),()( 322122 ppppppMII MIIMIIMIIp   , 

where 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1,0,0),,(,1.,8.,6.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,8.,6.,,1,0,0,)( 3231213212 ppppppppppMII  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,3.,6.),,(,1.,8.,6.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,3.,6.,),( 32312132121 pppppppppppMII  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,3.,6.),,(,1.,8.,6.),,(,7.,2.,2.,,4.,8.,6.,,1,0,0,),( 32312132132 pppppppppppMII  ; 

 

 ),(),,(),,(),(),(),( 3231212121 ppppppppppMIII MIIIMIIIMIIIMIIIMIIIp   , 

where 

 1,0,0),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,1,0,0,,1.,6.,7.,)( 3231213211 ppppppppppMIII  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1,0,0),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,8.,6.,,1,0,0,)( 3231213212 ppppppppppMIII  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,6.,7.,),( 32312132121 pppppppppppMIII  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,4.,3.,5.,,1,0,0,,1.,6.,7.,),( 32312132131 pppppppppppMIII  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,4.,3.,5.,,4.,8.,6.,,1,0,0,),( 32312132132 pppppppppppMIII   

and 

 

 ),(),,(),()( 312111 ppppppMIV MIVMIVMIVp   , 

where 

 1,0,0),,(,3.,3.,6.),,(,3.,5.,6.),,(,1,0,0,,1,0,0,,3.,3.,6.,)( 3231213211 ppppppppppMIV  , 

 4.,5.,4.),,(,3.,3.,6.),,(,3.,5.,6.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,5.,4.,,3.,3.,6.,),( 32312132121 pppppppppppMIV  , 

 4.,5.,4.),,(,3.,3.,6.),,(,3.,5.,6.),,(,7.,2.,2.,,1,0,0,,3.,3.,6.,),( 32312132131 pppppppppppMIV  . 

 

7. The possible NPTs for all proper non-empty singleton subset of W are defined as follows:   

 )(),(),(,1,01 111 ppp MIVMIIIMInpnpnp    , 

 )(),(,1,02 22 pp MIIIMIInpnpnp    and 

 )(,1,03 3pMInpnpnp   . 

8. Thus (W, np1 ), (W, np2 ) and (W, np3 ) are NPTSs over W. 

9. The complement and neutro-prime absolute complement of NPT np1  are as follows, 

 )(,)(,)(,1,01 111 


ppp MIVMIIIMInpnpnp  , 

where 

 0,1,1),,(,7.,4.,3.),,(,7.,4.,3.),,(,0,1,1,,0,1,1,,7.,4.,3.,)( 3231213211 ppppppppppMI   

 0,1,1),,(,7.,4.,1.),,(,7.,2.,1.),,(,0,1,1,,0,1,1,,7.,4.,1.,)( 3231213211 ppppppppppMIII   

 0,1,1),,(,6.,7.,3.),,(,6.,5.,3.),,(,0,1,1,,0,1,1,,6.,7.,3.,)( 3231213211 ppppppppppMIV   

and 

 ),(
~

),,(
~

),,(
~

,1,0~1 323232 pppppp MIVMIIIMInpnpnp   , 

where 

 4.,5.,5.),,(,3.,6.,7.),,(,3.,6.,7.),,(,4.,3.,5.,,4.,5.,4.,,1,0,0,),(
~

32312132132 pppppppppppMI   

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,4.,3.,5.,,4.,8.,6.,,1,0,0,),(
~

32312132132 pppppppppppMIII   
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 4.,5.,4.),,(,3.,3.,6.),,(,3.,5.,6.),,(,7.,2.,2.,,4.,5.,4.,,1,0,0,),(
~

32312132132 pppppppppppMIV  . 

 

The complement and neutro-prime absolute complement of NPT np2  are as follows, 

 )(,)(,1,02 22 


pp MIIIMIInpnpnp  , 

where 

 6.,2.,4.),,(,0,1,1),,(,6.,2.,1.),,(,0,1,1,,6.,2.,4.,,0,1,1,)( 3231213212 ppppppppppMII   

 6.,2.,4.),,(,0,1,1),,(,7.,2.,1.),,(,0,1,1,,6.,2.,4.,,0,1,1,)( 3231213212 ppppppppppMIII   

and 

 ),(
~

),,(
~

,1,0~2 3131 pppp MIIIMIInpnpnp   , 

where 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,3.,6.),,(,1.,8.,6.),,(,7.,2.,2.,,1,0,0,,1.,3.,6.,),(
~

32312132131 pppppppppppMII   

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,4.,3.,5.,,1,0,0,,1.,6.,7.,),(
~

32312132131 pppppppppppMIII  . 

 

The complement and neutro-prime absolute complement of NPT np3  are as follows, 

 )(,1,03 3 


pMInpnpnp  , 

where 

 5.,5.,4.),,(,7.,4.,3.),,(,0,1,1),,(,5.,7.,4.,,0,1,1,,0,1,1,)( 3231213213 ppppppppppMI   

and 

 ),(
~

,1,0~3 21 ppMInpnpnp   , 

where 

 4.,5.,5.),,(,3.,6.,7.),,(,3.,6.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,5.,4.,,3.,6.,7.,),(
~

32312132121 pppppppppppMI  . 

 

10. By using the formula 4.3.1, evaluated the values of all machines with respect to each proper 

non-empty singleton subset of W.  

i.e. Val[MI(pi)], Val[MII(pi)], Val[MIII(pi)] and Val[MIV(pi)], for i = 1, 2, 3. 

11. These estimated values are tabulated in the following table. 

Table 4.4.1. Value Table 

 p1 p2 p3 

MI 2.025 0 3.645 

MII 0 2.3 0 

MIII 1.59 3.6425 0 

MIV 1.35 0 1.59 

 

12. By using the formula 4.3.2, evaluated the grand values of all machines.  

i.e. GV[MI], GV[MII], GV[MIII], and GV[MIV]. 

13. These estimated values are tabulated in the following table. 

Table 4.4.2. Grand Value Table 

 p1 p2 p3 GV 

MI 2.025 0 3.645 5.67 

MII 0 2.3 0 2.3 

MIII 1.59 3.6425 0 5.2325 

MIV 1.35 0 1.59 1.35 
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14. Thus GV[MI] is the highest value. 

Hence the technician gives priority to repairing the damaged machine MI. 

 

Example 4.5 Consider the problem explained in Example 4.4. 

1. Let MI, MII, and MIII be sample machines whose damages to be repaired. 

2. Let  321 ,, pppW   be the universe, where 1p –part 1, 2p –part 2, and 3p –part 3. 

3. The technician goes through the damages on each machine. 

4. Define MI, MII, and MIII as NSs. 

 1.,6.,7.,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,6.,7., 321 pppMI  ,    

  7.,2.,2.,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,3.,6., 321 pppMII   and   

 1.,6.,7.,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,6.,7., 321 pppMIII   .  

5. Thus  MIIIMIIMInnn ,,,1,0
 
is a NT and so (W, n ) is a NTS. 

6. Define NPSs for each NS with respect to their damaged parts as follows: 

 

 ),(),,(),()( 323133 ppppppMI MIMIMIp   , 

where 

 1.,8.,7.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1,0,0),,(,1.,6.,7.,,1,0,0,,1,0,0,)( 3231213213 ppppppppppMI  , 

 1.,8.,7.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,1.,6.,7.,,1,0,0,,1.,6.,7.,),( 32312132131 pppppppppppMI  , 

 1.,8.,7.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,6.,7.,),( 32312132132 pppppppppppMI  ; 

 

 ),(),,(),()( 322122 ppppppMII MIIMIIMIIp   , 

where 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1,0,0),,(,1.,8.,6.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,8.,6.,,1,0,0,)( 3231213212 ppppppppppMII  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,3.,6.),,(,1.,8.,6.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,3.,6.,),( 32312132121 pppppppppppMII  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,3.,6.),,(,1.,8.,6.),,(,7.,2.,2.,,4.,8.,6.,,1,0,0,),( 32312132132 pppppppppppMII   

and 

 

 ),(),,(),()( 312111 ppppppMIII MIIIMIIIMIIIp   , 

where 

 1,0,0),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,1,0,0,,1.,6.,7.,)( 3231213211 ppppppppppMIII  , 

 1.,8.,7.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,6.,7.,),( 32312132121 pppppppppppMIII  , 

 1.,8.,7.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,1.,6.,7.,,1,0,0,,1.,6.,7.,),( 32312132131 pppppppppppMIII  , 

 

7. The possible NPTs for all proper non-empty singleton subset of W are defined as follows:   

 )(,1,01 1pMIIInpnpnp    , 

 )(,1,02 2pMIInpnpnp    and 

 )(,1,03 3pMInpnpnp   . 

8. Thus (W, np1 ), (W, np2 ) and (W, np3 ) are NPTSs over W. 

9. The complement and neutro-prime absolute complement of NPT np1  are as follows, 

 )(,1,01 1 


pMIIInpnpnp  , 
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where 

 0,1,1),,(,7.,4.,1.),,(,7.,2.,1.),,(,0,1,1,,0,1,1,,7.,4.,1.,)( 3231213211 ppppppppppMIII   

and 

 ),(
~

,1,0~1 32  ppMIIInpnpnp  , 

where 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,4.,3.,5.,,4.,8.,6.,,1,0,0,),(
~

32312132132 pppppppppppMIII  . 

 

The complement and neutro-prime absolute complement of NPT np2  are as follows, 

 )(,1,02 2 


pMIInpnpnp  , 

where 

 6.,2.,4.),,(,0,1,1),,(,6.,2.,1.),,(,0,1,1,,6.,2.,4.,,0,1,1,)( 3231213212 ppppppppppMII   

and 

 ),(
~

,1,0~2 31 ppMIInpnpnp   , 

where 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,3.,6.),,(,1.,8.,6.),,(,7.,2.,2.,,1,0,0,,1.,3.,6.,),(
~

32312132131 pppppppppppMII  . 

 

The complement and neutro-prime absolute complement of NPT np3  are as follows, 

 )(,1,03 3 


pMInpnpnp  , 

where 

 7.,2.,1.),,(,7.,4.,1.),,(,0,1,1),,(,7.,4.,1.,,0,1,1,,0,1,1,)( 3231213213 ppppppppppMI   

and 

 ),(
~

,1,0~3 21 ppMInpnpnp   , 

where 

 1.,8.,7.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,6.,7.,),(
~

32312132121 pppppppppppMI  . 

 

10. By using the formula 4.3.1, evaluated the values of all machines with respect to each proper 

non-empty singleton subset of W.  

i.e. Val[MI(pi)], Val[MII(pi)] and Val[MIII(pi)], for i = 1, 2, 3. 

11. These estimated values are tabulated in the following table. 

Table 4.5.1. Value Table 

 p1 p2 p3 

MI 0 0 3.92 

MII 0 2.3 0 

MIII 3.92 0 0 

 

12. By using the formula 4.3.2, evaluated the grand values of all machines.  

i.e. GV[MI], GV[MII] and GV[MIII]. 

13. These estimated values are tabulated in the following table. 

Table 4.5.2. Grand Value Table 

 p1 p2 p3 GV 

MI 0 0 3.92 3.92 

MII 0 2.3 0 2.3 

MIII 3.92 0 0 3.92 
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14. Thus both GV[MI] and GV[MIII] are the highest value. 

15. In this situation, replace part 3 ( 3p ) with some other damaged part, say 4p , and repeat the 

process. 

1. Let MI, MII, and MIII be sample machines whose damages to be repaired. 

2. Let  421 ,, pppW   be the universe, where 1p –part 1, 2p –part 2, and 4p –part 4. 

3. The technician goes through the damages on each machine. 

4. Define MI, MII, and MIII as NSs. 

 4.,3.,5.,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,6.,7., 421 pppMI  ,    

  6.,3.,4.,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,3.,6., 421 pppMII   and   

 4.,3.,5.,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,6.,7., 421 pppMIII   .  

5. Thus  MIIIMIIMInnn ,,,1,0
 
is a NT and so (W, n ) is a NTS. 

6. Define NPSs for each NS with respect to their damaged parts as follows: 

 

 ),(),,(),()( 424144 ppppppMI MIMIMIp   , 

where 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1,0,0),,(,4.,3.,5.,,1,0,0,,1,0,0,)( 4241214214 ppppppppppMI  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,4.,3.,5.,,1,0,0,,1.,6.,7.,),( 42412142141 pppppppppppMI  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,4.,3.,5.,,4.,8.,6.,,1,0,0,),( 42412142142 pppppppppppMI  ; 

 

 ),(),,(),()( 422122 ppppppMII MIIMIIMIIp   ,  

where 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1,0,0),,(,1.,8.,6.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,8.,6.,,1,0,0,)( 4241214212 ppppppppppMII  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,3.,6.),,(,1.,8.,6.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,3.,6.,),( 42412142121 pppppppppppMII  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,3.,6.),,(,1.,8.,6.),,(,6.,3.,4.,,4.,8.,6.,,1,0,0,),( 42412142142 pppppppppppMII   

and 

 

 ),(),,(),,(),(),(),( 4241212121 ppppppppppMIII MIIIMIIIMIIIMIIIMIIIp   , 

where 

 1,0,0),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,1,0,0,,1.,6.,7.,)( 4241214211 ppppppppppMIII  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1,0,0),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,8.,6.,,1,0,0,)( 4241214212 ppppppppppMIII  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,6.,7.,),( 42412142121 pppppppppppMIII  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,4.,3.,5.,,1,0,0,,1.,6.,7.,),( 42412142141 pppppppppppMIII  , 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,4.,3.,5.,,4.,8.,6.,,1,0,0,),( 42412142142 pppppppppppMIII   

 

7. The possible NPTs for all proper non-empty singleton subset of W are defined as follows:   

 )(,1,01 1pMIIInpnpnp    , 

 )(),(,1,02 22 pp MIIIMIInpnpnp    and 

 )(,1,03 4pMInpnpnp   . 

8. Thus (W, np1 ), (W, np2 ) and (W, np3 ) are NPTSs over W. 
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9. The complement and neutro-prime absolute complement of NPT np1  are as follows, 

 )(,1,01 1 


pMIIInpnpnp  , 

where 

 0,1,1),,(,7.,4.,1.),,(,7.,2.,1.),,(,0,1,1,,0,1,1,,7.,4.,1.,)( 4241214211 ppppppppppMIII   

and 

 ),(
~

,1,0~1 42  ppMIIInpnpnp  , 

where 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,4.,3.,5.,,4.,8.,6.,,1,0,0,),(
~

42412142142 pppppppppppMIII  . 

The complement and neutro-prime absolute complement of NPT np2  are as follows, 

 )(,)(,1,02 22 


pp MIIIMIInpnpnp  , 

where 

 6.,2.,4.),,(,0,1,1),,(,6.,2.,1.),,(,0,1,1,,6.,2.,4.,,0,1,1,)( 4241214212 ppppppppppMII   

 6.,2.,4.),,(,0,1,1),,(,7.,2.,1.),,(,0,1,1,,6.,2.,4.,,0,1,1,)( 4241214212 ppppppppppMIII   

and 

 ),(
~

),(
~

,1,0~2 4141 pppp MIIIMIInpnpnp   , 

where 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,3.,6.),,(,1.,8.,6.),,(,7.,2.,2.,,1,0,0,,1.,3.,6.,),(
~

42412142141 pppppppppppMII   

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,4.,3.,5.,,1,0,0,,1.,6.,7.,),(
~

42412142141 pppppppppppMIII  . 

 

The complement and neutro-prime absolute complement of NPT np3  are as follows, 

 )(,1,03 4 


pMInpnpnp  , 

where 

 6.,2.,4.),,(,7.,4.,1.),,(,0,1,1),,(,5.,7.,4.,,0,1,1,,0,1,1,)( 4241214214 ppppppppppMI   

and 

 ),(
~

,1,0~3 21 ppMInpnpnp   , 

where 

 4.,8.,6.),,(,1.,6.,7.),,(,1.,8.,7.),,(,1,0,0,,4.,8.,6.,,1.,6.,7.,),(
~

42412142121 pppppppppppMI  . 

 

10. By using the formula 4.3.1, evaluated the values of all machines with respect to each proper 

non-empty singleton subset of W.  

i.e. Val[MI(pi)], Val[MII(pi)] and Val[MIII(pi)], for i = 1, 2, 3. 

11. These estimated values are tabulated in the following table. 

Table 4.5.3. Value Table 

 p1 p2 p4 

MI 0 0 4.8675 

MII 0 2.665 0 

MIII 1.59 3.6425 0 

 

12. By using the formula 4.3.2, evaluated the grand values of all machines.  

i.e. GV[MI], GV[MII] and GV[MIII]. 
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13. These estimated values are tabulated in the following table. 

Table 4.5.4. Grand Value Table 

 p1 p2 p4 GV 

MI 0 0 4.8675 4.8675 

MII 0 2.665 0 2.665 

MIII 1.59 3.6425 0 5.2325 

 

14. Thus GV[MIII] is the highest value. 

Hence the technician gives priority to repairing the damaged machine MIII. 

5. Conclusions  

The major contribution of this work is initiating a neutrosophic environment on prime sets 

under a topological space. Some related properties of NPTSs have been proved and some are 

disproved with counterexamples. Also, the idea of interior and closure dealt with such space with 

few basic properties. The novelty of this study is to merge two different poles. The decision-making 

problem is demonstrated with an example to analyze the number of faults in industrial machines. 

Sample machines are represented as NSs and their damages are represented as NPSs under its 

topological space. The values of fault machines are detected by finding the complement and absolute 

complement of each NPS. The various values of faults are taken as different subsets, for analysis. The 

proposed algorithm analyzes through the NPSs and finds the best suitable set values which indicate 

the heavy damage in machines. The lower fault machines are neglected by decision-making 

problems.  

The primary results of this study are: 

 Prime set is studied under the environment of neutrosophic. 

 Related properties are stated with proof and also disproved in counter examples. 

 The intersection of two NPTs is a NPT but not for its union. 

 Demonstrating the decision-making problem of analyzing the number of damages in machines. 

 The complement and absolute complement of NPSs are evaluated to find the best fit of fault by 

diagnosis the machines. 

  

In the future, this set may develop more genetic algorithms to predict multi-criteria DM 

problems. Many more sets like soft sets, rough sets, crisp sets, etc., can be developed on NPTSs. 

More ideas may be claimed and investigated to achieve a deeper understanding of the economic and 

social consequences of robotization. 
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